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I Preface
Algernon Charles Swinburne was the nan that shocked the
devotees of Victorianlsm by appearing in the public vie?/
bearing a laurel-crowned picture of nude passion. Youths
and maidens cheered him loudly. Old men and ladies read him
furtively out refused to avow openly that beauty may be
enhanced when unadorned. But Swinburne, in seeding to mal-ce
English verse as free as was the French of .the period, was
apparently unaware that the subtility of the French language
permits the eipre r.z.lon of ideas that, if transposed into Eng-
li sh , be cone gro ss
.
After the first shocx was over the strange singer was suc-
cersful in arousing the ardors of most of his contemporaries.
The novelty of his music Inspired an enthusiasm not given to
many writers of verse. Gradually Victorianlsm accented the
eccentric r>oet.
I have tried here to give a fair idea of the ^oet and his
worics. I have sought to point out the man's eccentricities
vrLthout making him appear ludicrous or insane. I have attempt
ed to suggest that his was a spirit that found the adolescent
period of life so attractive that it remained there. Swin-
burne's ?;ritings were generally musical, but often either
shallow or meaningless. Yet no one can deny the strong appeal
that Swinburne made to his contemporaries, nor can one deny
that his woric must have offered a refreshing change from the
syrupy sweetness of that of the earlier Victorians.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
https://archive.org/details/lifeworksofalgerOOgove
1. Introduction
In Algernon Charles Swinburne's ov.n words, "Hots-nur' s lineal
blood in direct descent" v^as In bis veins. Tbe Swinburne
s
were a border family. Swinburne's grandfather, Sir John Swin-
*oume,was head of the house during Algernon's childhood.
Swinburne ' s father had cruised the iledlterranean for years
as admiral in the Icing's navy. He was a mechanician with a
fondness for music but none for literature.
It is to Swinburne's mother that we must loo:: for the love
of letters that was to stimulate the poet to hie literary
enueavors. Lady Jane Swinburne had spent most of her youth
in the city of Florence where she had learned the Italian
language. She taught this language to her son, Algernon, at
an early age. Swinburne and his mother read together from
the classics. Although his mother nursed his precocious
literary mind on food for babes, she did awaicen his ardour
for bool-ts at a tender age and turn his excessive vitality
to building the literary chambers of his mind. He appreciated
her instruction throughout his life. Her praise of his worics
always far outweighed any adverse criticism he received from
the pre sc.
2. Early Youth
On April 5, 1337, the first child was born to the Swlnburnes
at Grosvenor Place, London. And what a fragile little creature
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he was I The tiptoeing, whispering father and domestics were
sure the infant would not live.
Little Algernon continued sprite-lilce in appearance. But
underneath his elf-lllte body was a wiry constitution. He was
a coordinated hunch of electric wires that threw s^arics of
energy in all directions and enflamed his little companions
with similar vivacity.
Five more little Swinburne s arrived during Algernon's
youth. His parents brought up their children in the Isle of
Wight. The poet's father rented East Dene, a beautiful estate
in Bonchurch, which was a wonderland for the active children.
On many glorious days a large cousinhood assembled at Swin-
burne's summer house at Capheaton where everything seemed to
be fashioned to delight the children. There was a lal-ce to
row or sail on, lovely gardens and woods anu fields to play
in and plenty of ponies to ride. The cousinhood made fre-
quent excursions to the grandfather's estate, the Orchard, in
1!orthu inber1and
.
Swinburne frequently s^ent the day by the sea with his
cousins. At first Algernon's pony was led by a groom. He
soon outgrew this dependence and rode alone, gal loping over
the turf with his great mop of red hair flying In the wind,
his little hands grasping the reins and triumph spreau m
a merry, impish grin on his pale little face.
When his eldest sister, Alice, was old enough to accompany
him on his excursions, the two children would be seen scam-
pering over the Bonchurch Downs, Swinburne with his springy,
f -
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dancing gait which lie never entirely lost.
Often a little girl, who later became lirs. Jisney Leitn ana
who, at that time , Swin"bume little thought was going to com-
pile a delightful boo:: of her cousin's letters, rode with him.
They cantered through the lovely llorthumbrian fields or along
the seashore, Algernon eloquently reciting page after -nage
from the masterpieces of the Victorian poets. Perhaps they
would make up limericks as they rode along. They adored
limericks. Swinburne delighted In finding rhymes for diffi-
cult worus. Once the name of Atkinson was mentioned.
"I wonder, " said the boy, "if there is some word to rhyme
with Hiss Atkinson?"
Then, after a brief pause, he shouted gleefully,
"A tree with all itr catkins on
7/as planted by Hiss Atkinson." *
They often s^ent a merry afternoon swimming in the sea. Swin-
burne loved this s->ort from the minute he was old enough to
Indulge in it. It was a* marvel to all who knew him that such
a slender child had so much endurance.
Swinburne was called "Cousin Hadji" - a name that his cousins
kept for him through his lifetime. Little "Cousin Hadji" was
a privileged character at home. His family always allowed him
to read during his meals. He enjoyed reading aloud even more
than reading to himself. He also loved to recite passages
from his books.
"Algernon Charles Swinburne - Personal recollections"
rs.l l ruey Leitn v& • 21
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The poet's mother brought him iro a Catholic. He entered
into the stuay of the catechism with his customary gusto.
7/hen the cousins gathered on Sundays to say their Catechism
together at Lady Jane's icnee, Swinburne' s rendering was by
far the best. He read beautifully from the Bible. He always
av.aited his turn eagerly and read with a precocious a^r>re-
ciation of the beauty of its language.
He wrote dramas at this time. Host of them were -oretty grue-
some. SI a favourite stage direction, "stabs the king:,", became
a family jolce. These dramas were Intended to produce awe and
terror in the audience. Even at this tender age he found
fascination in trying to maice chills creep u^ the spines of
his listeners. *
Swinburne's mother taught him the elements of history, French,
Italian and poetry. He was not allowed to read any fiction.
Soon the boy's mind hungered for more Imowiedge than his
mother could give him. Y/lth tears in her eyes and pride in
her heart, Lady Swinburne determined to send him to Eton.
3
. Eton and Oxford
Swinburne's mother and father accompanied him to Eton in his
twelfth year. Ut>on their arrival Lady Jane asked to see little
Algernon's cousin, Algernon Bertram llitford who, though but a
few weeks older than Swinburne, had been at school there for
three years and was, consequently, well acquainted with the Eton
technique of life.
* "A.C.S. - Personal Heco llect ions \ Mrs. Disney Leith
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"TThat a fragile little creature he seemed as lie stood there
between his father and mother, with his wondering eyes fixed
upon me I Under his arm he hugged his Bowdler's Shakespeare,
a very -precious treasure bound in brov/n leather with, for a
marker, a narrow strip of ribbon, blue I think, with a button
of that most heathenish marqueterie called Tunbridge ware
dangling from the end of it. He was strangely tiny. His
limbs were small ana delicate, and his sloping shoulders
loo'/.ed far too weak to carry his great head, the size of
which was exaggerated by the tousled mass of red hair stand-
ing almost at right angles to it. Hero -worshippers talk of
his hair as having been a "golden aureole". At that time
there was nothing golden about it. Red, violent, aggressive
red it was,unmistakable red, like burnished copper. His
features were small ana beautiful, chiselled as daintily as
those of some Greek sculptor's masterpiece. HlB skin was
very white - not unhealthy , but a transparent, tiated white,
such as one sees in the petals of some ros. s. His face was
the very replica of that of his dear mother, and she was one
of the most lovely of women." *
Swinburne Mis a fascinating, most lovable little boy, with
a shy reserve that held him aloof from the other boys. He
possessed a fairy-like spilghtllnoss free from any shadow
of unhapninecE .While his elfin charm attracted his school-
mates, his excessive irritability discouraged the aggressions
of some of his more 'appreciative classmates. There is a
• "The Life of A.C.S. " Edmund Gossc pg. 12

story concerning the measles and a jam pot that admirably
illustrates Swinburne's irritability:
!,T/hen Swinburne had the measles at Eton his mother used
to come to read Shakespeare to him. » •
7
.7hen sne left
him at tea-ti..:e to take tea with Urs. Joynes,the maid
brought from home was requested by the coy to continue
reading whilst he took his. A pot of 3am suddenly emptied
on the reader's head was a sign that this interpretation
of Shakespeare did not soothe the patient." *
While the boy's odd physical abearance made him an object
of wonder,his dignity and unquestionable courage did not
permit his being the object of any bullying. His dispropor-
tionate head gave him a rather unenviable distinction. T7hen
he first arrived at Eton he claimed the largest heed size
of anyone in school.
The boy had a trick of stiffly drawing down his arms and
giving quick jerks with his hands that originated in a
childhood's interlude of watching a spinning to-n. If a
moment of excitement dominated him while he was seated his
legs jerked spasmodically. Ills feet twitched uncomfortably
in time with his twitching legs. His mother had seen a
specialist who liad convinced her that any attempt to sup-
press the physical outlet for the nervous tension would
result in serious damage to the boy's constitution.
Swinburne lived at his tutor* s, Joyne 1 s house. Ills cousin,
*"The Life of A.C.S. " Edmund Gosse PS* 15
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Algernon Hitford, and he often breakfasted together. The
poet served chocolate in his room ana supplemented the meal
y/ith scra-ned "beef bought from Joe Grove's sho-n located
almost immediately under Joyne's house. Joynes being quite
concerned with his charges 'health, they were well cared for
while under his tutelage. It was his habit to have doses for
colus administered to his young charges. Once the servant
entered with medicine and, seeing one boy standing upon his
bed reciting verses to an accompaniment of wiia eyes and
passionate gestures, feared that the little boy was suffering
from delirium. But the other boys calmed tiie servant by
assuring him that it was only little Swinburne reciting as
usual.
Swinburne promised his mother that he would not read 3yron
until he v/as twenty-one. He Kent tills promise. At the school
library he discovered llarlowe,Landor and Hugo from whose
works he quoted long passages. Then, too, Charles Dickens,
whose works were coming out in serial form, provided excellent
substance for his literary' appetite. Swinburne then conceived
an admiration, which ho never lost, for Dickens ' c works.
"Before Swinburne entered Eton he had not been allowed a
novel - not even Walter Scott's. His school work was -orepared,
as in the case of other boys, in his room: his reading for
pleasure was done in the boy's library in VTeston's yard. I
can see him now,
-perched ur> Turk or tailor-wise in one of the
windows looking out on the yard, with some huge old-world
8?*
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tome, almost as big as himself, upon his lap, the afternoon sun
setting on fire trie great mor> of red hair. There he emanci-
patec himself , making acquaintance with Marlowe, Spenser, Een
Johnson, Ford, "assinger, Beaumont and Fletcher and the other
poets and playwrights of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries." *
Swinburne's mental powers developed rapidly during his thirG
year at Eton. His mother tool-c him to visit the -noet, Samuel
Rogers,who prophesied that Swinburne's destiny would lead him
to poesy. This pro-nhecy av;a>:eneu the boy's ambition.
Although he was no scholar, Swinburne loved the traditions of
Eton. In memory of the four very happy and carefree years he
had sr«ent under the guidance of that famous school, he wrote
the 'Commemoration Ode of 1891.
"
During the interval that ela-osed between his leaving Eton
and entering Oxford, Swinburne cherished a longing to become
a cavalry officer in the King's Regiment. Swinburne's father,
realizing that his son's build was not that of a cavalry
offleer, stau-ned out the young desire.
During this interval we hear from him again through a charm-
ing letter he wrote describing his sensations in attempting
the almost Impossible feat of scaling Culver Cliff, the eastern
headland on the Isle of wight.
"So I climbed a rock under the highest point, and stripped,
and climbed down again, and just toolc a souse into the sea to
"The Life of A.C.S. " Edmund Goose pg. 3

steady and. strengthen my nerve, which I knew the sharp chill
woulc*.,an& climbed up again, thinking hov,T easy it would be to
climb the whole face of the cliff naked - or at least how
ouch more sure one would feel of being able to do it - if
one did not mind mere scratches or bruises; but to that pre-
historic sort of -oroceeding there were obviously other
o'bjections than the atmosphere of mid-winter. So I dressed
and went straight at it. It wasn't so hard as it looked, most
of the way, for a light weight with a sure foot and a good
steady head; but as I got near the to-? I remember thinking
I should not like to have to climb down again.
"In a minute or two more I found that I must, as the top
part (or tov story) of the precipice came Jutting out aslant
above me for some feet.
"Even a real sea-gull could not have "worked its way up with-
out using or spreading its wings.
"So of course I felt I must not stop to think for one second,
and began climbing down, hand under hand, as fast and as stead-
ily as I could, till I reached the bottom, and (equally of
course) began to looV: out for another possible point of ascent
at the same height, as I began again I must own I felt like
setting my teeth and swearing I would not come down alive -
if I did return to the foot of trie cliff a.jain it should be
In a fragmentary condition, and there would not be much of me
to pick ut>. I was most of the way u-o again when I heard a
sudcen sound as of loud music, reminding me instantly of 'the

anthem 1 from the jiton Chanel organ, a little below me to the
left. I Knew it would be almost certain death to loox down,
and next minute there was no need; I glanced aside, and saw
the opening of a great hollow in the upper cliff, out of
which came swarming a perfect flocl: of 'the others', who
evidently had never seen a wingless brother so near the
family quarters before. They rose all about me in a heaving
cloud - at least, I really don't thlnx the phrase exaggerates
the density of their 'congregated wings' - and then
scattered.lt did flash across me for a minute how nasty it
would be if they flew at me and went for my indefensible
eyes; but, of course, they never thought of anything so un-
natural and so unfraternal . I was a little higher, quite near
the top or well within hail of it,when I thought how queer it
would be if my very scanty foothold gave way; and at that very
minute it did ( I assure you on my ?/ord of honour that this is
the exact truth, strange as it sounds and is) and I swung in
the air by my hands from a ledge on the cliff which Just gave
room for the fingers to cling and hold on. There was a pro-
jection of rocx to the left at which I flung out my feet
sideways and just reached it; this enabled me to get breath
and crawl at full speed (so to say) up the remaining bit of
cliff. At the to^ I had not strength enough left to turn of
stir; I lay on my right side helpless, and just had time to
tiling what a sell (and what an inevitable one) it would be
if I were to roil back over the edge after all, when I became

unconscious - as suddenly and utterly and painlessly as I
did many years afterwards wiien I was 'picked up at sea' by
a :;orman flailing boat upwards of three miles (they told
me, off tne coast of Etre-tat,and could just clutch hold
of the oar they held out;' but that is not in this story §
which I only hope is not. too long for the reader.' On re-
turning to conscious life I found a sheep's nose Just over
nine, and the poor good fell ow-ere ature ' s eyes gazing into
my face with a loo.: of such Kindly pity and sympathy as
well as surprise and perplexity that I never ought to have
eaten a mut ton-chop again. I couldn't help barsting into
such a shout of laughter ( I did the same thing when I ' came
to' in the boat. . . ) that the sheep scultled off lite
a boy out of bounds at sight of one of the masters. I don't
believe I was ever so hungry as when I got bade to 2ast Dene,
and found that everybody was out looking for me (or so the
servants said /
.
"After eating and sleeping I had an interview with my
mother, of which I should not care to write except to the
daughter of yourc. Of course she wanted to know why I had
done such a thln^and when I told her she laughed a short
sweet laugh most satisfactory to the young ear, and said,
'llobody ever thought you were a coward, my boyl' I said that
was ail very well: but how could I tell till I tried? 'But
you won't do it again?' she said. I replied, 'Of course not -
where could be the fun?' I inew now that it could be done, and
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I only wanted to do it because nobody thought it c^uld. " *
Swinburne's activity and hardihood were the amazement of
his associates and the terror of tiiose responsible for iiis
welfare. The Icnowledge that so ephemeral a sprite could
possess the endurance of an Atlas compelled his contempora-
ries to regard him as an almost superhuman phenomenon.
Swinburne had excellent manners and admirable poise. He
was shrewd in his judgments of others. His nature was excit-
able, extravagant and generally irresponsible. All under-
graduates, at Oxford, and all dons but Jowett, considered him
a semi-dangerous lunatic. Swinburne enjoyed this role and
made the most of it. His incomparable "vituperative elo-
quence" was a source of amusement. His mastery of this art
is well illustrated by the two following stories.
"I remember how once - I thin": in -»-859 - he had been gated
by the Lean, old l£r. wool com be, for non-attendance, repeated
after many admonitions, at cha-nel,and how consequently he
could not accompany us on the annual excursion which the
Old Mortality used to malce to some place of interest or
beauty within reach of Oxford. 77hen we returned in the eve-
ning someone said, 1 Let us condole with poor Swinburne. 1 and
so we went to his rooms to cheer him up. He launched, into a
wonderful display of vituperative eloquence. He was not
really angry, bat he enjoyed the opportunity, and the resources
of his imagination in meta-nhor and the amazing richness of
• "A.C.S. - Personal Recollections" Mrs. Lisney Leith PS • A*
i I
his vocabulary had never, I think, struck us so much before."
The cabman story is equally illustrative of his amazing
voca bulary. "Swinburne was under the Impression that there
were only two fares for cabmen, a shilling for a short drive
and eighteen r>ence for a long one. On one occasion, a cabman
who considered himself underpaid began to abuse Llorris and
Swinburne, when the latter instantly replied with such a
tor rent of vituperation that the cabman drove off at full
speed . **
Jowett realized that Swinburne was out of his element at
Oxford. He was not well adapted to college life, a growing
dislike for the place chafed him. The chill of the atmo-
sphere dampened his spirits. Swinburne once remarked, "An
Oxford resident never dies, never having lived, but ceases."
Jowett sent him to visit TTilliam Stubbs,who later bacame
bisho-^ of Oxford. This visit performed no miracle of change
in his attitude. In fact, the rest from it made him dislike
Oxford even more than before. Uo doubt the rejection of his
noem on the subject of the "Discovery of the northwest pas-
sage" for a prize corn-netition, had much to do with the con-
ception of his prejudice against Oxford.
4. Life in London
The first few years of the poet's London life were among
the hardiest he was destined to have. The receipt of four
* ** "The Life of A.C.S." Edmund Gosce pg. 59
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hundred pounds a year from his family prevented the finan-
cial worry common to so many writers. According to the
dictates of his impulses he visited relatives in the isle
of l?ight, spent a few days with the Trevelyans and the
Scott s in Northumberland, went to Battle to see Lord Ash-
burnham or merely regained in London writing.
After the death of Rossetti's wife, Swinburne, heredith and
Rossetti lived at Tudor House until Rossetti could fit up
his own place in Cheyne WalK, Chelsea.
G-osse describes his first meeting with Swinburne at about
this time.
"I have to confess that there v/as something in his appear-
ance and in his gestures which I found disconcerting, and
which I have difficulty in defining without a suspicion of
caricature. He was not quite lite a human being. Moreover,
the dead pallor of his face and his floating balloon of red
hair, had already, though he was bat in his thirty-third year
a faded looh. as he talked to me, he stood, perfectly rigid,
with his arms shivering at his sides, and his little feet
tight against each other, close to a low settee in the middl
of the studio. Every nov/ and t.:en, without breaking off talk-
ing or bending his body, he hopned on to this sofa, and pre-
sently hopped down again, so that I was reminded of some
orange-crested bird - a hoopoe, perhaps - horning from perch
to perch in a cage. The contrast between these sudden move-
ments and the enthusiasm of his rich and flute-llhe voice
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was very strange, m course of a little time Swinburne's
oddities ceased to affect me in the slightest degree, out
on this first occasion my impression of them was rather
startling than -pleasant." *
Tfhen Swinburne was twenty-six years old he net a friend
of RusKin and Burne-Jones, a Doctor John Simon,with whose
family he became Intimate. A relative of theirs struclc an
inharmonious chord upon Swinburne 1 s heart-strings. The
gentle touch she meant for light flirtation sounded a
volume of tone that vibrated cruelly and unceasingly through
the high strung nature of the poet. After his usual extra-
vagant manner, he voiced his passion in preposterous utter-
ances that provolied an unrestrained and somewhat hysterical
laugh x rom the lad^/ . owinbume retoroeo. witn a ilow ox
language expressive of his wounded pride. He brought his
first and last romance to an abrupt end.
The continued excitement of the life Swinburne led in Lon-
don brought on occasional attacks of an epileptiform
disease. The attacks were directly due to over-stimulalion
of the nervous system and were followed by a period of un-
consciousnesc. The only danger these convulsive fits entail-
ed was that of Swinburne's hurting himself in falling. All
his accumulated tension was s^ent in the attach with the
result that he felt greatly relieved after it was all over.
The -Doet's love for drink often dragged him into scrapes
and aided in the devastating won: of his epileptic ailment.
"The Life of A.C.S." Edmund Gosse 9nA
en
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One driniing bout was the direct cause of his being expelled
from the Arts Club in 1870. Swinburne and a friend were
malting a night of it. When they wandered into the Arts Club
they found there was an important committee meeting in pro-
gress. They gathered all the hats from the pegs and placed
them in two rows. Then each stood at the beginning of a row,
on one foot, with the other clasped in a hand. One of them
gave the word. The race started. The wild dance, each hop of
which meant the end of a hat, was barely ended, the victors
standing at the ends of their rows hilarious over the spec-
tacle, when their mutual congratulations were interrupted.
The committee, hearing an uproar, had hastily adjourned to the
cloakroom. What Swinburne and his friend considered a huge
Jolce fell flat upon the committee as they saw their hats. At
an emergency meeting held then and there Swinburne and his
friend were expellee: from the Arts Club.
Shortly after this episode a suspicion and resentment de-
veloped in the poet which separated, him from most of his com
panions. Suspicion grew into a tendency to talce offense at
trifles. He engaged in innumerable controversies that were
as uncalled-for as they were extravagant.
Emerson, having criticized Swinburne, among several other con
temporaries, occasioned a number of letters from the irate
poet asking for an ex^lanat-on. Emerson ignored both these
letters and the Latin epigrams that followed them.
Then, too, a controversy with Furnivall over the authorship
tc
II
and the date of "King Henry the Eighth" waxed and v/aned for
six or seven years.
Swinburne ' s invective included the press. Jr. Bird tells an
anecdote of a dinner where there were to be a number -of
journalists, to which he Invited Swinburne.
"The -noet was -politely asied whether he would be so I-cind as
to pro-nose the toast of 'The Press 1.. J)r." George Bird, toowing
Swinburne's invincible objection to public s-neaicing, declined
the honour for him, tout,on the request being repeatea,was
petrified to see Swinburne rise to his feet and shriek out
the worde: 'The Press is a damnable institution, a horrible
institutions beastly institution, ' and then sinlc bade into
his seat, and close his eyes." *
Gradually his friendship with Rossetti, Bume -Jones and
Llorris cooled. Jowett helped to tide him over this awful
period. He rambled with him in Scotland, tried to take his
mind from his imagined grievances, reawakened his interests
and did everything possible to allay his extraordinary fan-
cies.
In i87 4,after a short trip to London to see the newspaper
criticism of " Bothwe 11 ", Swinburne retired for a while to the
country, dividing his time between Holmwood and The Orchard.
It v«as in August of that year that he had a narrow escape
from drowning. In a letter to his mother he describes the
Interlude
:
* "The Life of A.C.S." Edmund Gosse pg« 213

"I had a real sea adventure. I had to swim over two miles
out to sea and was pidied up by a fisiiing boat; but luckily
I was all right, though very tired, and the result was I made
immense friends with all the fishermen and sailors about -
who are quite the nicest people I ever knew. " *
Swinburne returned to London long enough to organize the
only party he had ever attempted by himself. It v;a£ a dinner
party in honor of the anniversary of the birth of Charles
Lamb in 1875. The dinner was a great success. Swinburne,
sobered by his responsibilities, assumed a very dignified air.
Although his relatively diminutive size gave him the appear-
ance of being lost in a Gargantuan arm chair, he made up for
this rather disconcerting contrast by his unaccustomed
severity. In fact, this so upset Pumell that he withdrew to
smoke and Bulk all by himself in the chimney-corner. But, alas;
Swinburne had neglected the item of costs I The bill was ex-
orbitant 1. The five faces of the diners grew long as they
filed silently into the night.
The next three years Swinburne became more and more isolated.
His fits of boisterousness were followed by fits of the black-
est melancholia. His few remaining friends were unable to
dissipate his gloomy moods. Even his trips to Holmwood did
not help him. The "Forsaken Garden", written in j-6 76, illus-
trates how his unhap-piness was reflected in his verse. The
poet even lost interest in the works of his contemporaries.
* "A.C.3. Personal Recollections" L'rs. Disney Leith pg. Mf
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His lack of emotional control caused him to commit ail
sorts of eccentricities. After returning to London from a
visit to tiie Isle of Sari: he delivered his praises of the
island so loudly and shrilly -that he not only e.mbarassed
his acquaintances but also was nearly arrested toy the Lon-
don police.
Due to his fondness for liquor, his health sank rapidly. But
the poet insisted that his lapse from his former healthy
buoyancy was due to his having been poisoned by the perfume
of a great bunch or Japanese lilies that iiad been piacoa in
his bedroom by the hands of some lady with whose relatives
he had been spending the night. That night he had awakened
the entire household by his shrieks occasioned, as he would
have it, not by alcohol but by the effects of the lilies.
The poet had arranged his most cherished possessions, in-
cluding much -orecious glass,his famous serpentine candle-
sticks, a beautiful mosaic top-table and a swinging pier-glass
before which he performed many odd, solemn dances, in his room.
They didn't particularly harmonize with the lodging-house
furniture but Swinburne loved them and ignored the house
furniture. He invariably pointed out to every visitor the
many merits of each work of art
.
Swinburne saw practically no one. He had his breakfast
served in his rooms at 3 James Street, Bedford Row, London. He
rent out for all his other meals with absolute regularity
and indifference. His crossing of streets produced a thrill

in any one who .happened to see lil.ni perform the feat. With
his eyes straight before him, sublimely unconscious of all
danger, he navigated the thoroughfares as though he were in
a trance, cabs dashing by him and nearly hitting him. ^uite
possibly the increasing deafness, that was common to other
members of his family as well as to himself so was no doubt
hereditary, was in great part responsible for his apparent
indifference to the clattering of horses' hoofs through the
London streets.
5 .Personality and Friends
Gosse tells us that, in 1862, at a distinguished party at
Fryston, Swinburne "immediately attracted the approval of
LIr. Thacieray by .the wit and wisdom of his conversation. He
read some of his ^o ems, injudiciously choosing 'The Leper'
and 'Les lloyades' . At this the Archbishop of YorX made so
shocked a face that Thackeray smiled and whispered to Lord
Ho ughton, while the two young ladies, who had never heard
such sentiments expressed before, giggled aloud in their
excitement. Swinburne v.ns offended until Lady Houghton
tactfully saia, 'If you will read such extraordinary things,
you must expect us to lau-h.' 'Les iloyades'was then proceed-
ing on its amazing course and the Archbishop was looking
more and more horrified when suddenly, and fortunately, the
butler threw open the door and announceu,
1 Prayers 1 my Lord! ' 11 *
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Swinburae,himself , was totally unaware tiiat he was so en-
tirely different physically from any of his associates. Any-
thing that offered the slightest suggestion of affectation
?;as avoided. He dressed sedulously after the mode of the day.
But he did wear his hair unusually long. He explainer to
friends that this variation from the general pattern was a
concession to the circle of -ainters that were intimate with
him. His eyes,fzinged with long and thicx lashes, of which he
used to complain in saying they often became entangled in a
high wind, were large and expressive.
Stevenson and Swinburne were alike in several respects. Both
were active and found a fascination in soldiering. Both were
child-worship-oers yet childless. It is surprising how little
the two writers were drawn together, especially when they
were both friends of Edmund Gosse. They rarely mentioned each
other. In fact, whenever Stevenson's name was brought up, Swin-
burne became obstinately silent. Both men loved the sea, in-
tensely but differently. Stevenson's love for the sea was
deep and real. He was never hapnier than when maxing a long
voyage on it. Swinburne's love for the sea was principally
the product of his faculty for idealization born of a love
of being near the sea and of swimming in it. Though he ex-
pounded upon the glories of sea-voyaging he would have been
bored by a journey upon it of any length. He had never ex-
perienced any of longer duration than the crossing of the
Channel
.
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One of Swinburne 1 s most charming characteristics, of which
an entire bool-c could easily be written, was his love for the
young and the very unfortunate. In a letter to his mother
elated. 1880 he writes,
"He (Bertie) had heard an account of a crocodile hunt in
which the she-crocodile was iilled and her young ones left
helpless and stranded - and on being found afterwards crying
quietly he said he 'was so sorry for the poor little croco-
diles.' His uncle couldn't help laughing when he heard of it,
though he admitted it was very touching - and I can't help
crying though I admit it was very funny. ... I don't
3-007/ how to say what I feel about children - it is as if
something of worship was mixed with love of them and delight
in them. I *
A year later he wrote,
"I must admit that it Is a ncisy quarter of Paradise which
is occasionally occupied when I am ( so to BpeaK) admitted to
it by my little Bertie. If you could bat have seen him the
last two days that I heve been reading and explaining ShaXet-
speare to him - that is, since he has been introduced to Fal-
staff I Both his father and mother tell me he talis of nothing
else - literally both day and night - ... I thought if
Shakespeare could have been loo-ting down and enjoying the •
little thing's inexpressible rapture, he must have felt it a
greater tribute than all the plaudits of all the theatres in
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tiie world. " *
In a letter to his mother written three years later from
Sidestrand, Ho :nvich, Swinburne tells her,
"LIr. and llrs. Grant Allen called on us accompanied by their
son, a gentleman aged between half-past five and a quarter to
six: who had expressed a wish to see me because he was so
fonct of some of my verses 1 ... We parted the best of
friends with an engagement to meet again' . . • Really I
don't Know what to do with myself for pride and pleasure at
the notion of a little child lifting any of my verses so much
as to want to cee the writer." ##
In miaale life Swinburne was a little too ready to tafte
offence. He showed it by an excecs of dignity and hauteur. He
often gave the impression of defiance, whichnv.was really a
manifestation of his instinct for self-defense. His dislixe
for promiscuous contact and a "hail-fellow-well-met " be-
haviour expressed its.elf in his responding to an explosion o
familiarity with a prodigl .us bowing and stiffening of his
arrogant little body. But to a man or woman with whom he
founu himself In pleasant relations, he was suave and graciou
In the extreme. He was apt to bewilder a newly-maae acquaint
ance by taxing for granted in him an exact agreement of in-
terests with himself. Thus an architect was gratified by re-
ceiving Swinburne's pointed attentions, yet driven to despair
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in the effort to discover what could be the "Arcien of Feverr
sham" which was the subject of his conversation. #
The poet was almost a Jingoist in his adoration of England.
His resentment at the slightest criticism of Queen Victoria
by strangers was so marked that it verged upon the absurd.
While Swinburne was at Oxford he hau a portrait of l.lazzlni
hanging in a ^iace of honor in his sitting-room. He often de-
claimed verses before it to the accompaniment of supplicating
gestures.
Swincume hated napoleon III. In fact, when his parents took
him to Paris for the first time they made him solemnly promls
to refrain from doing anything to injure the influence of
L'anoleon in. But he got ewen with ilapoleon in private. He
danced around the table at Oxford screaming abuse at him and
begging someone to assassinate him. When the crazy Orsini at-
tempted this act Swinburne hung his portrait beside Mazzlnl'e
and salaamed be^o^e both of then
The -^oet describes a meeting with Mazzini in one of his let-
"He says there is too .nuch of him in my -ooem on Italy. I
wanteci to know how one could have done it otherwise. He has
asked me to go to see him whenever I like. The minute he cane
into the room, which was full of people, he walked straight up
to me (who was standing in my place ana feeling as if I
trembled all over; and said, 'I kno?/ you,' and I did as I al-
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, n „ -np^nt ~'TOt tO UO If I COUlCl
ways thought I snoulu ana reai~H ^cmo
- went down on ray .s nana.
"I never answered his letter but last night I
told him that
on receiving it I felt there was cut one person
on earth to
turn to and tell of this great honour and delight,
ana tua
of course was my -other. I thin:: it pleased him, I
luioW he
v;as very f<
Signer Galimberti,the Italian :.linister for posts and Tele-
graphs, at a commemoration of three Italian patriots spolce
of
his warn admiration for swinaime, quoting verses by the poet
breathing a spirit of affection ana reverence for Italy
and
glorifying the Italian Revolution. The minister aaaed tnat
Italy owed a debt of gratitude to 3 wli;borne. The enormous
^oet.
]
qIjis his time to liis country. Freedom won*
In spite of Swinburne's having massed through a rigorously
devout religious training, or perhaps because o_ it, he re-
v lted arai^st all traditions of official religion. :.luch of
1
*
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filled with denunciation of the priesthood.
The man's remarkable memory enabled him to declaim lengthy
•passages of both his own and others ' writinga. L'e woula re-
cite as long as he could get anyone to listen to him. He had
inherited his mother's voice, which was an extremely agreea'^e
one, unless hie excitement wafted it beyond his control. There
is an anecdote concerning a visit to the stubbs family that
illustrates Swinburne's memory capacity.
"Early In the evening Swinburne began to read, and he read
his -lay' Rosamond' right through. Stubbs was very much im-
nressed with the merits of the piece, but also with its fault
:
amatory -nas sages somewhat objectionable. He had anticipated
a little scene of modest confusion which ho would have re-
moved by praise, but what he was not -prepared for was a long,
silent stare, foil owed by a scream which rent the vicarage,
and by the bolt upstairs, of the outragea poet, hugging his
manuscript to his boson. Presently gentle Mrs. Stubbs stole
upstairs, and taking at Swinburne's door, entreated him to
come down to su-rv^er. There vas no reply, but an extraordinary
noise within of tearing and a strange glare through the Key-
hole. All night, at intervals, there were noises in the poet's
room, and the Stubbses were distracted. In the morning Swin-
burne air-eared extremely late, and deathly r»ale; Stubbs, by
this time very wretcneu hastened to say bow sorry he was
that Swinourne had been discouraged by his criticism-. The
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poet replied, 'I lighted, a fire In the em-?ty grate, and I
burned every ^age of my manuscript* 1 Stubbs was horrified.
1 But it does not matter J I sat up all night and wrote it
right through again from memory. 1 " *
Swinburne made many friencs. During his Oxford days he
spent a summer at Northumberland. He became acquainted with
the Trevelyans,in fallington. Lady Treveiyan was a friend
and matron of Rossetti and an admirer of RusKln. Swinburne
often rode on his -rony to the Trevelyans where he could con-
fide his literary developments to Lady Trevelyaxi. There he
met Ruslcin, who considered the young poet extremely exiiili-
rating . Lady Trevelyan had been the first person outside
Swinburne's own family who tool: trouble to study him.
Swinburne called uron Tennyson with a college friend. Tenny
son invited him to dinner and read "Llaud" to him. He a-n-nre-
ciated Swinburne's delicacy in not pressing any of hlfl own
composition!: ur>on him.
ST/inbume counted William LIorris,the Ro s set ti'S-, Edward
3urne-Jones and George heredith,who later joineu the pre-
Ra-nhaelites, among his closest friends. Morris, Rossetti and
Burne-Jones married. Their houses were always o-nen to Swin-
burne. Lady Burne-Jones became Swinburne's confidante. He
used to bob in two or three times a uay bringing his new
ooems to her.
The -^oet li:-ced to be around while the artists were at wor:c
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They put his remarkable head Into their compositions. Swin-
burne writes in a letter that: ."Rossetti has just done a
drawing of a female model and myself embracing - I nee a not
say in the most fervent and abandoned style - meant for a
frontispiece to his Italian translations. Everybody who knows
me already, salutes the likeness with a yell of recognition.
^7hen the book comes out, I shall have no refuge out the grave."
TThlle the artists worked Swiiburne strode up and down the
studio reading his poems aloud.
The similarity of their temperaments brought about a friend-
ship between Swinburne and Lizzie, wife to Rossetti. They re-
sembled each other in abearance. Rossetti was much amused by
the antics of these two nlayful, absurd, restless and equally
inexperienced friends. They had a wonderful time together
until Rossetti' s wife died suddenly from the effects of acci-
dentally talcing an overdose of laudanum. Rossetti "juried the
sole manuscript of his -noems with his wife. Swinourne was
persuaded to live with Rossetti. He proved to be a wearing li-
tigate. He danced all over the studio, acting like a wild thing.
After settling in Chelsea with Rossetti, Swinburne introduced
Whistler, whom he had Just met in Paris, to Rossetti. Y/histler's
mother welcomed Swinburne to the house.
Frederick Sandys, the painter and draughtsman, became a friend
to Swinburne in his early London days.
During Swinburne's illness in London he left for Tintagel to
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visit Inchbold, a r>ai:iter. Here Swinburne swam in the sea or
galloped, on horsebac:: along the cliff s, murmuring verses which
were beginning to ta':e choral and dramatic shape and to fore-
shadow "Atalanta In Calydon".
Gosse tells a story of the first meeting between Swinburne
and Landor in which Swinburne flung h in self before Landor in
a -oaroxym of adulation. Landor, old and unused to the outbursts
of Swinburne, was terrified at first. Finally, assurances of the
ardent poet's sincerity calmed him.
Swinburne met Bryan V7aller proctor in proctor's seventy-eighth
year. The r>oet got along famously with him, as he always did witn
old men. He went there regularly until Proctor's last illness
closed the house to him.
Richard Burton, who had done many things of which Swinburne had
only dreamed of doing and who had a strong passion for litera-
ture,grew to be a great friend. He told the poet of his
travels, Including a penetration to the city of Llecca.
Swinburne met Oscar wiicie when at a crash at Lord Houghton's.
T,
rilde,at that time, was a young Oxford man. He aslced to be r>re-
sented to Swinburne, who found him a rather harmless young no-
body.
Swinburne writes to his mother of the death of phili-n Rareton,
" a blind youth who was engaged to be married at twenty-one to
a beautiful girl who died before the wedding day! noijody quite
lenowc what a pleasure it was to me to have him here and talfc
to him and read to him and see his poor blind eyes become so
* J
ex-oressive of -pleasure and emotion that nothing 'out the vague
direction of his loo:-: reminded one that they could see no-
th inr ' " ''•
6. Life At Putney
In 1870, when Swinburne wae forty-two years old, he was re-
moved, in a desperate condition, from Watts-Dunton' s rooms in
Great James Street to the uoper storey of The Pines, a vilia
at Putney, where he remained for the last thirty years of his
life. VThen v/atts-Dunton took Swinburne in hand, the latter had
been drinking brandy steadily for some time with the result
that he v/as so nearly prostrated that he was unable to leave
his bed for three weeks. Watts-Dunton -nersuaded Swinburne to
change to ^ort by
. a ruse, the purport of which v/as the telling
of Swinburne that brandy was pretty poor stuff and that port
v. as Tennyson's drink. He went on to tell Swinburne of how
lucky he had just been In being able to procure a bottle of
port of a good vintage. Swinburne was delighted. He drank
nort consistently until Watts-Dunton tried another ruse, this
time using the fact that Dumas' Immortal musketeers always
drank Burgundy. Then a similar ruse, concerning the taste of
those gifted with good birth and breeding, compelled the -noet
to change to claret, and then to beer, for beer was, after all,
exnressive of the taste of the country. **
;
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Swinburne led a life of calm, pas sivity and resignation at
Putney. Ke was without desire and without initiative. Watts-
Dunton cared for him assiduously, relieving him from every
possible sort of responsibility
. All his business worries
were talcen out of his hands. Business letters had always
made the poet quiver with vexation. When Watts-Dunton assumed
charge Swinburne handed all his business correspondence, ex-
ce-otlng that about the publication of his boolcs,to his friend.
Dunton sheltered the poet's life li>:e that of a child's. All
his faculties were free to be concentrated u^on literature.
Gosse gives us an interesting account of Swinburne's mode of
life at Putney.
"In storm and rain, always without an umbrella, tne little
erect figure, with damp rea curls emerging from under a soft
felt hat, might be seen walking, walking, 'pelting along all the
time as fast as I can go' so that he became a portent and a
legend throughout the confines of Wandsworth and Wimbledon.
He always returned home a, little while before the mid-day
luncheon, or dinner; and at two-thirty, with clocX-work regu-
larity, he 'disappeared to enjoy a siesta' , which sometimes
lasted until four-thirty. Then he Would worK for a while, am
Watts-Dunton reported to Mr. Wise that in the afternoon he
often sat in his study on the ground floor, and 'heard Swin-
burne in his own room overhead walking round and round the
floor for ten minutes at a time, composing, ana" then silence
would fall for five minutes while Swinburne was writing down

the new stanza or sentence, ana. then the promenade would be-
gin again as before.' The rest of the day was mostly spent
among his boo-:s, which were not only numerous, out included
many that were choice and rare.
"In the evening his regular habit was to read aloud, it is
-oerha-os worth mentioning that Swinburne was an insatiable
novel-reader. He was so fond of Dickens that he read through
the whole of his novels every three years, and Watts-Bunton
used to declare that Swinburne had read them aloud to him
'at least three times'. This was his favourite reading, but he
could, and did, read anything in the shape of a novel which the
circulating library supplied.
"He exnlalnecl to me once that he did not regard current
novels as literature but as life, and that in his absolutely
detached existence they took the T)lace of real adventures, m
these conditions his health became perfect; he developed into
a sturdy little old man, without an ache or a pain? and he who
had suffered so long in London from absence of appetite and
wasting insomnia, for the last thirty years of his life at
Putney ate li::e a caterpillar and slent li>e a dormouse." *
The battle between Swinburne and Furnlvall broke out with
renewed fury. 3oth lost all self-control. They called each
otlier names. Swinburne v;as arch and iOimivall vulgar. Fur-
nlvall wrote of Swinburne's "shallow ignorance and infinite
self-conceit". He tola him his ear was a "poetaster 1 s, hairy,
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thic* and dull". He parodied Swinpurne ' s name as "pigs crook".
Swinburne retorted with "Brotheledyfce M . Furnivail assailed
Swinburne's friends with insolent post-cards.
Tlie poet voiced his contempt of the Tories in a letter data!
i8Cc, written to his eldest sister.
"Have you seen Hy Fumiss's caricature of me in this morn-
ing's 'Punch' , tearing out my last few hairs in agony at find-
ing that no member of the Tory Government had read or heard
of my poems? I think it a capital caricature - Walter and I
have laughed over it all the more heartily for remembering
how very imaginative an idea it is that I should have expect-
ed these worthy and useful and serviceable Tories to read or
understand mine or anyone's verses," *
Although Yfatts-I/unton li'xed to consider himself a Bohemian,
he was the epitome of suburban respectability. He inoculated
Swinburne with his own conservatism. Swinburne, once a rebel
and a republican, was soon more inclined to acquiesce in than
to defy the canons of conventionality.
After the poet had been at The Pines for a while his general
irritability p'ave way to tenderness and gallantry. He became
more lovable, though less exhill rating and amusing. He lest
his originality. He grew go to live through Vfatts-Junton that
his own will practically ceased to exist. Even his literary
worx was narrov/ed.
Swlnaurne had for a long time been the victim of an Increasing
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deafness which vzas gradually closing out his frienas. The
shoclw of Lady Swinburne's death did much to complete Swin-
burne's isolation. The poet's grief was overwhelming . From
this moment he tecame more gentle and remote than ever.
" William Morris, a favourite with Watts-Dunton, was always
welcome at putney and Jo wet t even more so; these were held to
te wholly untainted "by the dangerous 'bohe.nian' tendency.
Morris latterly saw less and less of 3winbume, though he sent
him many boo!cs.
"Ill health Ice-pt the Rossetti's away. By 18^ most of Swin-
burne's Pre-Ra-nhaelite circle had died. George Meredith had
long been estranged. They were brought together by a letter
from Gosse on Meredith's seventieth birthday.
"Watts didn't like Whistler and instilled his prejudice into
Swinburne. Swinburne wrote a sudden violent attacl-c on vrnistle
in the 'Fortnightly Review' by Watts' persuasion. It was
marred by Swinburne's worst affectation of hyperbole and iron
•
sadly than fiercely, in the 'V.Torld' newsnaner . " *
Coulson Kemahan describes a scene at The pines.
"In Swinburne's own room, the conversation chancing to turn
UT>on a subject on which he felt Keenly, he suddenly became
extraordinarily excited, clashing and unclasping his hands con
valslvcly, twitching his limbs, his eyes glittering unnaturally
the veins in the temples pulsating visibly until he had
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literally talked himself drunk. 77atts-Dunt on, white and.
worried, sald:For God's sake, don't say another word to induce
him to continue talking. He must be got to lie down, and if
-possible to sleen,or I shall have him half out of his mind
tonight. "T&fctnw
In ilovember of the year l90o Swinburne, after one of his long
walks in the rain, caught a chill which developed into pneumonLa.
Sir Thomac Barlow, a skilled -physician, barely saved the poet's
life. Six years later Swinburne succombed to an epidemic of
influenza that, in his case, turned into double pneumonia. On the
tenth of Ar>ril,in his seventy-third year, the poet very peace-
fully died. He was buried with his family in the churchyard
of Bonchurch.
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2. General Criticism
Swinburne's manner of worfc was modified, by his distaste for
the process of writing. Kis v/ealt wrist made writing difficult
for him. Therefore lie corn-nosed and revised a single sentence
in his mind before placing it onto paper.
Swinburne's technique consisted of innumerable devices for
securing beautiful rhythms, cauences and sonorousness. He was a
master at verbal mysticism. He was a lover of alliteration aiiu
onomato-ooeia . Kis -nages are full of the repetitions of single
vowel s, consonants, words and ideas. Sometimes he forgets that
alliteration used to excess may become a fault. However, the
combinations of sounds that Swinburne uses and that, one would
thinv, could -produce but harsh discords, become, in his nanus,
divine melodies.
One of Swinburne's Qualities is the brilliance and force of
his vocabulary. Though he appears to have a tremendous command
of worus,ln reality he uses again and again those few that are
connected with objects, sensations and emotions of pleasure and
beauty. His --ages are misty, linguistic harmonies, the beauty of
whose ,.iusic often entirely obscures the meaning. He uses innu-
merable similies - some so exaggerated that the comparison is
practically unintelligible - yet the meaning is as nothing be-
fore the sublime beauty of the words. Out of the confusion of
Images arises a sweetness of sounds that carries us rapturous-

ly through the verse until we ^ause, entranced, at the end - won-
dering what it is all about.
Swinoume never reveals things to us as they are. we alv;ays
loo:: with him through what he calls "the haze of the imagina-
tion". Another reason for this effect of hallucination is the
abstract quality of the images he spreads before our eyes.
Swinburne was a myth-lover, a dreamer of dead heroes, an artist
of the passions of forgotten men. Swinburne's gift was the
ability to express -profound passions - of hate as of love. If
he was a master of the love lyric he was also a master of the
curse.
A delight in existence is the prevailing note of his writings.
His earlier woric T5alT>ltates with the joy of loving, his later
with the joy of living - the delight 111 the wind, the sea and
in liberty.
At first Swinburne had the pre-Raphaellte mode of iaiagination.
This school was noted for its symbolism, its imagery, its sacer-
dotal art.
The presence of fate is felt in his verse. In his earlier
poems it is an adverse demon. At this period the gods, also, are
deliberately cruel and hostile. Later the antagonistic spirit
of fate ana the gods subsides into indifference, finally the
poet advances the views of the mystic. He holds that man is
under no necessity but to :-:now his own spirit, that being his
only oracle to guide his destiny. Swinburne first ex-nresses
the ho^e for immortality that dwells in the mind of man, then

he writes <$f man's faith in himself.
Po 7/er, grandeur, energy and strength are symbols of nature in
the "ooet's verse. Perlia^s because his boyhood impressions of
the active life he led along the Northumberland coast and oil
the Isle of Tfcght constantly recur in his verse, his nature
poetry is rather more energetic than aesthetic. Truth and the
sympathy for the Revolution, and the love for the ideal of the
Republic, mark his verse. Love of liberty sounds and resounds
through all his work.
"Swinburne has great -ooetic gifts, but he is not a great poet;
for no man can be a great poet who is not a wise and solid
thinker and whose language is not large and direct." *
This is quite true - to the extent that it is far more by
Swinburne's melodies that the poet holds us than by anything
which he has to say.
Swinburne has been called a poet for the adolescent. His
appeal is obvious. He intoxicates. Many will grow away from
him as the reality of middle life absorbs the mysticism of
youth. But for many, the real never entirely obgcures the
realm of the half-real. In those, Swinburne 1 s elfin touch will
never cease to awaken a response.
"as for the man, never v/as there a simpler case. The confluent
summarizing intelligence need not for a moment be exercised by
the questions how so very English and more narrowly so very
x.ortnumbrian, a creature was so ^rench, so Italianate, so Greek;

how one so -very clefinltely an aristocrat was a revolutionary;
how the innovator was- reversionary; how one of the most
chaneleonic of men was also so rigid ana persistent that in
esrentials he may seem to have been at seventy what he was at
twenty; how so spasmodic and* anarchical a nature was yet dear
cate to -outdo se s pursued over decades; how one in general so
absorbed in aesthetic interests anci so aloof from ordinary
life was yet so acutely av.'are of the human comedy as the one
novel he -ublished proves him to have oeen; how the Sadist, as
he may seem, could yet be our second laureate of the charms of
if Imaginatively one of our supreme amorists." J
2. Atalanta in Calyaon
Swinburne said that "of ail the still-born boolcs, lrfhe <siueen
' other' was the stillopt. \fter Swinburne had friven awav a
few copies and a few more had been sent to the —ress,its cir-
culation died completely. Hot until long after the poet had
become famous through the publication of his later worlcs did
anyone buy a copy of the drama. "Rosamond", also, was unknown.
T
.7e find, then, that "Atalanta In Calydon" was the first note
sounded by the »oet that made any impression upon the public
ca r
S7/inburne passed much of the summer of i8^5 at Tintagel with
John Villlam Inchbola,the painter. While Inchbold painted'
Swinburne rode and sv/am and began to worn upon "Atalanta in
• "A Study of Swinburne" Thomas E. Ifelby pg. ±a

Calydon*. He finished the worlc that autumn at iiast uene.
Landor ap^roveu of Swinburne's dedicating "Atalanta in Caly-
don" to him. The publisher, Bert rar.i Payne of Uozoa and Company,
was so skeptical as to the success of the play that he printed
a small edition. But Swinburne now had a powerful friend in
Lord Houghton who was determined that the catastrophe of "The
(iueen Uother" should not be repeated. Lord Houghton, through
his influential friends, set about making "Atalanta in Calydon"
the ^rinci-nal literary sensation of ^86 5 - ar; it most certain-
ly was. It was bound exquisitely so t:iat it would attract
attention. Critics were unanimous in praising it.
before "Atalanta in Calydon" arrived in ±8do "the poetical
atmosphere was exhausted and heavy liKe that of a sultry after-
noon darkening to thunder. Out of that stagnation broke, all in
a moment, the blaze and crash of 'Atalanta in Calydon'. It was
something quite new, quite unexanmleu. It revealec a new lan-
guage in English, a new world, as it seemed, in poetry." *
Syno-nsic: Althea, Queen of Calydon, dreamed that she gave birth
to. a burning brand. She heard the three fates -nro-nhecy that
lleleager,her son, would have great strength and good fortune
but should die when the firebrand was consumed. Althea quenbhed
the burning brand and cherished it.
Keleacer sailed with Jason after the golden fleece. His
strength and bravery won him fame in the army. Artemis sent
into Calydon a wild boar that killed many people. Artemis was
* "A.C.S." Edw. Thomas quotation from prof, l.lackail PE» 11
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in love with Atal ant a, daughter of Iasius,the Arcadian, and,
therefore, permit ted Ueleager to slay the hoar. Ueleager,
enamoured with Atalanta,gave the dead boar to her. Queen
Althea's brothers, Toxeus and piexip^us, believing that Ata-
lanta alone was not entitled to the spoils, attempted to talce
it from her. Ueleager slew them.
Althea,when she heard of Ueleager' s having billed her two
brothers, abandoned herself to grief. She cast into the flame
the firebrand that measured her son's life. Ueleager returned
home to his father' s,Aeneus ! , house and died there. Soon
afterward Althea died from sorrow.
The wonc is made u^ of a series of Images which glide swift-
ly before the mind, each eclipsing the one before it:
Chorus
"Before the beginning of years
There came to the making of man
Time, with a gift of tears;
Grief, with a glass that ran;
Pleasure, v/ith pain for leaven;
Summer, with flowers that fell,
Remembrance fallen from heaven,
And madnesr. risen from heli;
Strength without hands to smite;
Love that endures for a breath:
i;i£ht,the shadow of light,
And life, the shadow of death.
-
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"atlcL the high gods too> in hand
Fire, and the falling*of tears,
And a measure of sliding sand
From under the feet of the years;
And froth and drift of the sea;
And dust of the labouring earth;
And todies of things to "be
In the houses of death and of birth;
And wrought with weeping and laughter,
And fashioned with loathing and love
Yfith life before and after
And death beneath and above,
For a day and a night and a morrow,
That his strength might endure for a Span
V.
Tith travail and heavy sorrow,
The holy spirit of man.
"From the winds of the north and the south
They gathered as unto strife;
They breathed upon his mouth,
They filled his body Yfith life;
Eyesight and speech they wrought
For the veils of the soul therein,
A time for labour and thought,
A time to serve and to sir.;
They gave him light in his ways,
And love, and a sr>ace for delight,

And beauty and length of days,
And night, and sleer> In the night.
Els speech is a burning fire;
With his lips he travaileth;
In his heart is a blind desire,
In his eyes foreknowledge of death; •
He weaves, and is clothed- with derision;
Sows, and he shall not reap;
His life is a watch or a vision
Between a sleep and a slee-n."
The philosophy of despair is first enunciated in this cele-
brated chorus. The vague abstractions in which the poem is
cloaked veil the meaning of the words, yet do not entirely
obscure the remorseless progress of the tragedy.
The -ooem should be read aloud so that its choral quality
can be fully appreciated. It is a long,majestic and mournful
hymn. The whole shoula be read without Interruption. The
sound of the words, the cadences and varied metres, are every-
thing. The beauty of the work is lost if the meanings of the
words are too critically weighed.
These four lines illustrate the majestic choral quality of
the poem:
"And time remembered is grief forgotten
And frosts are slain and flowers begotten,
And In green underwood and cover
Blossom by blossom the spring begins.
"
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Swinburne fills the ^oem with alliterative passages to
which the surging music of the verse gives an effect of
calm rather than irritation:
"T/hen the hounds of spring are on winter 1 s traces,
The mother of months in meadow or plain
Fills the shadows and windy places
Ti'ith USD of leaves and ripple of rain;
And the brown nightingale amorous
Is half assuaged for Itylus
For the Thracian ships and the foreign faces,
The tonguelesc vigil, and all the pain."
The above selection is also Known as one of the seven per-
fect stanzas.
Lleleager, expiring as the fire consumes the brand that
measures his life, says:
"Let your hands meet
Round the weight of my head;
Lift ye my feet
As the feet of the dead;
For the flesh of my body is molten, the limbs of it molten
.
The drama is of solemn and pure pathos from here to the end.
The -nhiloso-nhy in "Atalonta in Calydon" denies the existence
of a free will. Man's only solution is to let the light with-

in himself destroy the darlaiess around him. Ee is
allowed
out a vision between long sleeps. Along with the fatalism
of
the poem is a denial of immortality. Death is here regarded
as a baffling mystery.
In defying God, in the following pas sage, the poet defies
the
religious ideals of Victorianism.
"Who turns the large limbs to a little flame
And binds the great sea with a little sand;
Who makes desire, and slays desire with shame;
Who shakes the heaven as ashes in his hand;
Who, seeing the light and shadow for the same,
Bids day waste night as fire devours a brand,
Smites 7/ithout sword, and scourges without rod;
The supreme evil, God
Lo,with hearts rent and Knees made tremulous,
Lo,with ephemeral lips and casual breath,
At least we witness of thee ere we die
That these things are not otherwise, but thus;
That each man in his heart sigheth,and saith,
That all men, even as I,
All we are against thee, against thee,0 God most high.".
Despite the philo so-nhy, "Atalanta in Calyuon" is rightly con
sldered one of the most beautiful of Swinburne's poems. The
poem remains the one major thing done by the poet which can
be confidently recommended to every type of reader. In com-
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bined no billty,patho8, beauty and command of language "Ata-
lanta in Calydon" Holds a place of suoremity over all the .
rest of Swinburne's poems.
3. Poems and Ballads - First Series
Hot without some trepidation Swinburne's friends, after the
success of "Atalanta in Calydon" and ?Chastelard", encouraged
him to assemble and -nublish the best r>arts of the large mass
of lyric verse which he had written during the r>ast eight
years. Richard Burton expressed fear that the British public
might be unwilling to swallow so much undiluted -naganism.
"It is a volume which, of course, must shine with a more
brilliant light upon the years of youth than in the days,
when the heyday in the blood of the imagination is tame and
humble. The poet has aimed not at the expression of ordinary
emotions, but at the exnression of superhuman frenzy, inexhaust
able suffering and de^i^ht. "
Swinburne's treatment of character was unfamiliar and there-
fore blameworthy.- He enjoyed taming Mr*, Grundy's face scar-
let. He longed to disrobe his fancy before the horrified eyes
of the ultra-respectable. He loved, also, to maxe their flesh
creer?
.
Ho one anticipated the storm of censure that bro,:e over
Swinjurne' 8 head upon the publication of his first volume of
~ue.us. a T)xej uuicoc co-iceTtoion was created from which he
suffered until the end of his life. The publishing of his
* "A.C.S." Theodore '..'ratislaw !*• 36

•^oems was followed by a storm of disapproval by the older
people, who read the volume secretly, and of approval by the
younger, who were more openly enthusiastic. Hany lines be-
came hac]c-lines and the -orey of parodists.
A contemporary review of the volume reads:
"There are not twenty stanzas in the whole bool-n Y/hich have
the faintest tincture of soberness. We are in the midst of
fire and sements,wine and ashes, blood and foam, and a hun-
dred lurid horrors. 11 *
On the other hand, Lytton remarked -oublicly that:
ihe oeau oy ox dlci/lon anu masLersnlo of crax't iii melodies
really so dazzled me that I did not see the naughtiness till
pointed out.
"
The moral charges were far more severe than the literary.
Swinburne was called "an unclean, fiery Imp from the pit and
the libidinous laureate of a pab£ of satyrs. " **
Then, too, the strain of the religious controversial! sm that
.
1
tagohism.
" 'Dolores' 'The Garden of proseipine' anu 'Kesoeria 1 are
T«o oe recic , ac coruing to Swincumc, as contrasted movements in
a symphonic suite. Metrically these three r>oems are among
Swinburne's greatest achievements. Today, with our ears at-
*"The Life of A. CO." Edmund Gosse pg. X51
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tuned to a more delicate music of fluctuating, hovering,
'
n eel t atiin' r rhythms t>ineir technical mastery does not a^'^sal
as io did. uO oWinoume s contemporaries. 3Uu all three
.
7/elby tells us that "Dolores" impresses him as a ^lea "to
come dov.-n and redeem us from virtue.
"
"Dolores" moves in sensuous circles that revolve but do no
progress.
_.i3 poem is a reverie upon the sensualities of a
man whose unrequited love causes him to weary of loving. Bu
he builds for himself a "worshin of desire", it is possible
:
on marriage :
pg. ^
t
"For the crown of our life as it closes
Is darkness, tlie fruit tiiereof dust;
And love is more cruel than lust.
>
Our loves into corpses or wive si
Liaise barren our lives.
"
The "Garden of Pro semine " should be considered as tne
cecond of this musical trilogy. This poem is one of Swin-
burne' s most quoted wor}:s. It is a meditation upon an escape
to pro sex-nine ' s garden. The -noet complains:
»
And men that laugh and weep)
For men that sow to rea^»:
^
I am weary of days and hours,
j
And everything hut sleep.
"
<
The last two stanzas of the -noem are altogether beautiful
and altogether negative:
"From too much love of living,
>
L
1
Whatever gods may be
That dead, men rice never;
That even the weariest river
Winds somewhere safe to sea.
"Then star nor sun shall walcen,
llor any change of light:
llor sound of waters shaken,
:;or any sound or si^ht:
llor wintry leaves nor vernal,
Nor days nor things diurnal
;
Only the slee^ eternal
In an eternal night."
"Hysteria" represents the fulfilled desire of everlasting
repose. The first few lines of this have been criticized as
•Out of the golden remote wild west where the sea without
shore is,
Full of the sunset, and sau,if at all, with the fulness of
joy,
As a wind sets in with the autumn that blows from a region
of stories,
Blows with a -oerfume of songs ana of memories beloved of

Blows from the car>es of the past oversea to the bays of
the present,
Filled as With shadow of sound with the pulse of Invi-
sible feet,
Far out to the shallows and straits of the future, by rougtj
ways or pleasant,
Is it thither the wind's wings beat?'-'
Tfe never find out what was sun-nosed to have come out of the
west. I am afraid that even a staunch defender of Swinburne's
worcs must admit that these few lines, though harmonious to the
ear, are quite meaningless.
"Les l.'oyades" anci "The Le^er" are the two poems that so
shocked the Archbishop of Yorfc on that memorable evening at
Lord Houghton's.
"Les Iloyades" tells the story of a carrier's coming down to
Touraine with the order to slay many Royalists by binding a
nude man and woman together and casting them into the Loire.
A workman and the lady he had long lovea hopelessly were
destined to die in each other 1 s arms. The poem is filled
with the rejoicings of the y/oricman. It is simple and direct,
but manifestly designed to shocic the righteous.
"The Leper" is the story of the man v;ho, having fallen in
love with someone else's ca:;t off mistress, is prlvelegeu to
heerj her leprous body until and after death. He solaces him-
self with hissing the body, while it uecays in life as in
death, a few lines will a.mly illustrate Swinburne's method

of chilling Victorian spines with his macabre madness.
"Six months, and now my sweet is dead
A trouble taxes me J I xnow not
If all were done well, all well said,
Lfo word or tender deed forgot.
"Six months,-and I sit still an^ hold >:
In two cold -palms her cold two feet,
Her hair,half grey half ruined golu,
Thrills me and burns me in idssing it.
"Love bites and stings me through, to see
Her Keen face maae of sunken bones,
her worn-oix eyej.xu.^ ih<au.ucli. .>iv>,
Swinburne v;as very much charmed with Fitzgerald' s. ihibaiyat,
published in 1859. The form of the verse, the Fersain quat-
rain led Swinburne almost immediately to the composition of
"Laus Veneris". Swinburne changes the stanza by rhyming the
third lines of each pair of quatrains.
This is of purely literary inspiration. It is of the xnigq t
who has renounced Christ and believes in him; the lover who
has embraced Venus disbelieves in her. Vainly and in despair
Tarmhauser would maxe the best of that which Is the worst -
vainly remonstrate with God, and argue on the sice he would
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fain ciesert.
"Anactoria" is an attempt to suggest the passion of Sappfcb,
the Lesbian. Here, again, Swinburne denounces the gods after
the manner in "Atalanta"*
"but were I made as he
T/ho hath made all things to break them one by one,
If my feet trod upon the stars and sun
And souls of men as his have alway trod
God knows I might be crueller than God."
In "The Triumph of Time" and "a leave Taking" the poet turns
to the sea for consolation. There is beautiful music here. It
is sensuous and acstatic. Yet its philosophy is devastating,
full of the bitterness of thwarted possession:
-
I shall loathe sweet tunes, where a note grown strong
Relents and recoils, and climbs and closes,
There are sounds where the soul's delight talces fire,
Face to face with Its own desire;
A delight that rejels a ucsire that reposes*
I siia ri haoe sweet music my wnore rrie .long.
"A Leave Taxing " is another autobiographical sounding of the
depths of despair* The complete Indifference of the beloved
registered at the end of each stanza reaches its climax in the

"Though all those waves went over us, and drove
She would not care."
'Stylus% technically very wonderful and one of Swinburne's
most celebrated poems, la a rhapsody upon the sons of the
nightingale as heard one ©toning at Fiesole. The T>oet uses a
great deal of alliteration. The words "swallow", "follow" and
"hollow" are repeated again and again:
"0 sweet stray sister, 0 shifting swallow,
The hearts division divideth us
Thy heart is light as the leaf of a tree;
But nine goes forth among sea-gulfs hollow
To the -olace of the slaying of Itylus
The feast of l)aulis,the Thracian sea."
"HermaphiocLitus" Includes four sonnets inspired by a statue
in the Louvre. The Keynote might be found In these four lines:
"But on the one side sat a man li :e death,
And on the other a woman sat liice sin.
So with veiled eyes and sobs between his breath
Love turned himself and would not enter in.
"
Or the -oem night equally well oe summed un in these lines:
"Love stanas upon ony le^t. nana ana xny i-L^iio,
Yet by no sunset and by no moonrise
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Shall maie thee man and ease a woman's sighs
Or maice thee woman for a man's delight."
"Before Dawn" is full of musical words. The poet sings of:
"Delight that lives an hour,
And love that lives a day.
"
The Bible gave Swinburne the matter and language of the
whole of "a Litany", while "Aholioali" is a chapter of Ezel-tiel
transposed, almost unchanged, into verse. Several of the poet's
lyrics were suggested by paintings. Among the most famous,
•nerhar>s,is "Before the Mirror", in honor of whistler's "The
Little White Girl". "The Christmas Carol ", suggested by a
arawing of Bante Gabriel Rossetti 1 s,is faultlessly devout.
"Erotlon" was inspired by a drawing of Simeon Solomon.
Swinburne writes of the conception of his "Faustine";
"It is the reverie of a man gazing on the bitter and vicious
loveliness of a face as common and as chea^ as the morality
of reviewers, and dreaming of -nast lives in which this fair
face may have held a nobler or fairer station; the Imperial
nrofile may have been Faustina' s, the thirsty lips a llaenad's,
7/hen first she leamt to drink blood or wine, to waste the
loves and win the lives of men; through Greece and through
Rome she may have -nassed with the same face which now comes
before us dishonoured and discrowned. Yftiatever of merit or
demerit there may be in the verses the idea that rrives them
sucn ine as they iiave is simple enough; the transmigration
1
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of a single soul doomed as though by accident from the first
to do all evil and no good, through many ages and forms, out
clad always in the same type of fleshly beauty. The chance
which suggested to me this poem was one which may ha^en any
day to any man - the sudden sight of a living face which
recalled the well -Known likeness of another dead for cen-
turies: in this instance the noble and faultless type of the
elder Faustina as seen In coin and bust, out of the casual
glimpse and suaden reflection these verses sprang
*
Is there a touch of humour in:
"Even he who cast devils out
Of llagdaiene
Gould hardly do as much, I doubt,
For you,Faustlne.
"
The poet might well have taien a part oft the character of
hary Stuart for Faustine. Compare the two following quota-
tions:
Chastelard:
"nay, you I-cnow
You never could have mercy, hy fair love,
Kiss me again,God loves you not the less;
?7hy should one woman have all goodly things?
You have all beauty; let mean women' s li"os
-^e TiiXiiiujL, anu spea-v uruoii* oney wjl-lj, iiol oe
Such perfect things as yours*
"A.G.S. a Critical Study" Edward Thomas pg. 83

Faustine:
"But God, who loat you, left you fair,
YTe see, Faust ine.
"You have the face that suits a woman
For her soul's screen -
The sort of "beauty that's called human
In hell, FaustIne.
"
4. Mary Stuart Trilogy
Although "Chastelard" was published before Swinburne's first
series of noems and ballads "Botnwell and "Mary Stuart were
•
"Chastelard" is the story of a man in love with ^ueen Mary",
who allows himself to be caught in her chamber on her wedding
Mary could save him if she chose, her guilty conscience compel
her to fear the T>robable consequences that would ensue if she
snlelded Chastelard s futile gesture, 'ine new iClug,L/arnley,
discovers Chastelard. Mary Beaton, in love with Chastelard,
Chastelard and Mary Stuart, as is characteristic of most of
Swinburne ?s lovers, are more in love with the idea of loving
than with each other. They dream about loving more than they
love. Swinburne's conception of love was of an overmastering'
torturer. Chastelard is a romantic and fantastic courtier who

from us -
r -^Q^nn i c. tile -nro^er receptacle for all oui
ceives none, ;.±ary i^ea^on s w o px***^
cran°*es of mood all reveal her character to be that of
a
fTiort if SO
vicious anu fascmatins woman. ...ai/ buuari, ±t> »u u - oul
telling various people of Her extreme sensitiveness to the
spectacle of r>ity that we grow increasingly sceptical of her
-
Hen call me over-tencier; I haci rather so,
inan ooo ungracious.
-
interview cetween Chastelarti anu. tne s^ueen ju^o ueio i
rti
I
Tie are-e&re to bite so sweet a throat In twain
.iit.li bitter iron, snonxct nou it- i>u—u ^ox o
Zven more -oorteiitous, but pe:
co; 'ptm to a overlooking the T^lace of
execution, She report s to the nearly prostrate Hary the pro-
gress of events in the square below.
hary Beaton:
"7mat is this tney sa/-
3o perish the queen's traitors I Yea,buo so
Perish the queen
i
1 _ God. cio tnus znuoii l»o
. T

QJ^Cm S&.1 6U. dUJ_T*X'l Sou. , 0U u XiOO-v. uilc Cil tlv/lbia ot/ilJ UoXy • nc
it tiaumohantly at luncheon. Jowett dryly observed that It
m
According to Edmund C-osse, "Bothwell" was "the finest
dramatic romance produced in England throughout the nine-
teenth century*
"
It is much -^raised and little read.' The blanX verse, the un-
important detail and the author's interest in obscure histo-
rical data combine to flood the wont with a surplus of irrel-
evant material
.
Before the close of "Mar/ Stuart", the last part of the tril-
ogy ,Chastelard,Rizzio, Darnley, Bothwell and Babington have
been sacrificed to the blood-thirsty hary Stuart, it is in-
teresting that Mary Stuart, who -possessed so many of the elc-
The theme of retributive Justice ends with tiie execution of
Mary otuart in the last scene of the trilogy. There is a
dramatic parallel between that scene and the one of Chaste-
lard' s execution. Barbara Mowbray talces the -^lacc of inter-
he trilogy ends uranicitically with these wo ius i
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"Voice Below:
'So perish all found enemies of the queen!'
Another Voice
1 Amen t 1
Mary Beaton
'I heard that very cry go up
Far off long since to God, who answers here.'"
5. More Poems
In 1878 Swinburne had published a number of beautiful lyrics
which marked the peak of his literary genius. The "Forsaken
Garden" the "Year of the Rose", the "Ballade of Dreamland "and
"Vision of Spring in Winter" are all exquisite melodies. The
first few lines of the "Forsaken Garden" give us, in the set-
ting, the promise of increasingly lovely melodies:
"In a coign of the cliff between lowland and highland,
At the sea-down's edge between windward and lea,
Walled round with rocks as an inland island,
The ghost of a garden fronts the sea-"
"The Year of the Rose" laments the transitoriness of love.
Swinburne told Miss Alice Bird that, going to his bedroom
early one night, he sat down to write a poem with the refrain,
"Only the song of a secret bird," but that, to his astonish-
ment and disgust, the words would not come. He climbed into
bed, savagely uttering imprecations. In the morning, when he
awoke with rested brain, he wrote the ballad off without a
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halt . " *
"At a Month's End" Is an unequalled parallel between a
storm on the sea and passion In the soul.
The volumes of poems entitled "Studies in Song" and "Songs
of the Springtides" were both published In 1880. "Studies in
Song" opens with the "Song for the Centenary of Walter S.
Landor"* The majority of people would find this rhapsody, in
which Swinburne refers to all Landor' s works without naming
any of them, exceedingly dull. There are few who would care
to wade through seemingly unending eulogies to find the few
charming bits that even this lengthy ovation does not lack:
"Ere light could kiss the little lids in sunder
Or love could lift them for the sun to smite,
His fiery birth-star as a sign of wonder
Had risen,pern lezing the presageful night
With shadow and glory around her sphere and under
And portents prophesying by sound and sight J
And half the sound was song and half was thunder
And half his life of lightning, half of light:"
Uor is the poem without a curse or two lor the holy men:
"The splendour of the shadow that it flings
Strikes dumb the lying and hungering lips of priests,
Smites dead the slaying and ravening hands of kings;"
* "The Life of A.C.S." Edmund Gosse PS- 24x
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Even though Swinburne had often declared abhorrent and un-
natural all dactylic forms of verse In the English language,
he uses the dactyl with great success in "Evening on the
Broads". In "After Nine Years" the poet honors the memory
of Mazzini. The "Grand Chorus of Birds" is a translation
from Aristophanes. Swinburne says: "My main desire was to
renew as far as possible for English ears the music of this
resonant and triumphant metre, which goes ringing at full
gallop. "He succeeds:
"For, as forth ye come, all to get auguries of birds, even such
is in all things your carriage,
Be the matter a matter of trade, or of earning your bread, or
of anyone' s marriage.
"
"The Launch of the Livadla" is the most powerful of all
Swinburne's poetic curses. The Czar Alexander II, owner of a
steam launch, was the object of this torrent of wrath.
"hope be far
And fear at hand for pilot oversea
771th death for compass and despair for star,
And the white foam a shroud for the White Czar.
"
The forty stanzas that make up the nature poem "By the North
Sea" maintain as their central the.ie the gradual encroachment
of the unrelenting and greedy sea upon the land. There is a
strong odour of the macabre toward the end of the poem J
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"Haked, shamed, cast out of consecration,
Corpse and coffin, yea the very graves,
Scoffed at, scattered, shaken from their station,
Spurned and scourged of wind and sea like slaves,
Desolate beyond man's desolation,
Shrink and sink into the waste of waves.
"Tombs, with bare white piteous bones protruded,
Shroudless, down the loose collapsing banks,
Crumble, from their constant place detruded,
That the sea devours and gives not thanks.
Graves where hope and prayer and sorrow grooded
Gape and slide and perish, ranks on ranks."
"Thalasslus", the first of the "Songs of the Springtides ",lr
an autobiographical poem remarkable for the sense of kinship
of man and the elements expressed. in It. The poet sings in a
mysterious voice of the growth of a child found in April on
the sea-shore. An old poet taught the boy Liberty, Love, Hate,
Hope and Fear lest he be proven unworthy of the dear love of
the wind and sea that bred him. The poet is warned:
"How he that loves life overmuch shall die
The dog's death utterly:
And he that much less loves it than he hates
All wrongdoing that is done
Anywhere always underneath the sun
Shall live a mightier life than time's or fate's.
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One fairer thing he showed hi n, and in might
More strong than day and night
Whose strengths build up time's towering period:
Yea,one thing stronger and more high than God,
Which if man had not, then should God not be:
And that was Liberty.
And gladly should man die to gain, he said,
Freedom; and gladller, having lost, lie dead."
The whole -poem is a grandiose conception of the poet's rela-
tion to the rest of the ?w rid, his closeness to nature, and the
limitation of his expression caused by his confinement to
words. Swinburne here shows his consciousness of a mystery in
simple things and his unwillingness to bind his heaven-born
thoughts with simple words.
"On the Cliffs" is an identification of Sappho and the
nighting ale, whom Swinburne addresses separately and together.
As generally, Swinburne makes his powerful impression through
the music, rather than the meaning, of his verses.
"0 wind,0 Tdjigless wind that walk'st the sea,
Weak wind, wing-broken, wearier wind than we,
Who are yet not spirit-broken, maimed like thee
Who wall not in our inward night as thou
In the outer darkness now,"
"The Garden of Cymodoce" commemorates a visit to the Island
of Sark. It is an effusion on nature's loveliness, into the
3 t \'J
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center of which the much despised Napoleon III drops as a
venomous reptile, while the much vaunted Victor Hugo is the
semi-divine creature that completes the picture of an ideal-
ly rounded scheme of life. The first half of the poem is a
musical description of a wild island with a garden where:
"No foot hut the sea-mew's there settles
On the splices of thine anthers like horns,
With snow-colored spray for thy petals,
Black rocks for thy thorns."
The curses thrown at Napoleon Ill's head land in the lovely
garden with a discordant clatter. The epithets "loathed live
corpse", "son of as foul a has tard-bearing -birth" and "obscene
vulture-claw" don't harmonize with "thy blossom of beauty"
and "flower- sweet flock of islands".
The volume ends with a "Birthday Ode for the Anniversary
Festival of Victor Hugo". It is exaggerated and tedious.
6. Tristram of Lyonesse
The love story of Tristram and iseult had haunted Swinburne's
imagination since his youth. The legend had often been dis-
cussed with Rossettl, Morris and Burne-Jones and it was admit-
tedly designed to be the subject of a great work by Swinburne.
Robert Morris had chosen the subject for the "Oxford Union".
Swinburne's work is after Morris's manner. Swinburne wrote
the story in the form of episodes. The fact that this work was
fashioned intermittently over a period of eight years doubt-
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less was principally responsible for its structure. Three
years after Swinburne began the poem, the first canto was
published in the "Gentleman's Magazine", in -^877. Then Swin-
burne worked ferociously on "liary Stuart" for the next few
years. Then, in -*-88x,when that was finished, he completed
"Tristram of Lyonesse"* In 1882 it was ready for publica-
tion. Watts-Dunton, fearful of the effect the amatory pas cages
would make upon the already prejudiced Victorian minds, in-
sisted that a quantity of miscellaneous verse be published
along with it.
"Swlnbume intended it as the very top-stone of his poetical
monument. But the story, being lyrical, was unsuited to the
epical form, while story-telling was the weakest side of Swin-
burne's talent. There Is a total want of energy in the narra-
tive - no exploits, etc. The reader, avid for action, is put off
with -page after page of amorous hyperbolical conversation be-
tween the lovers, who howl in melodious couplets to the accom-
paniment of winds and waves." *
The prelude, "Tristram and lseult",ls one of the most harmo-
nious lyrics Swinburne has written. The prelude gives the
theme of the entire, which is Love:
"Love, that Keeps all the choir of lives in chime;
Love, that Is blood within the veins of time;"
In the first canto, "The Sailing of the Swallow", love dawns
between Tristram and Iseult. They unwittingly drink the love
• "The Life of A.C.S." Edmund Gosse Pg. 262
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potion Brangwain had Intended to use to bind King Hark and
Iseult on their wedding-day.
"Nor other hand there needed, nor sweet speech
To lure their lips together; each on each
Hang with strange eyes and hovered as a bird
Wounded, and each mouth trembled for a word;
Their heads neared,and their hands were drawn in one.
And they saw dark, though still the un sunken sun
Far through fine rain shot fire into the south;
And their four lips became one burning mouth."
The second canto, "The Queen's pieasance ", brings the fulfill-
ment of the love-longing. This canto is noted for the beau-
tiful passage describing the magical night the lovers
created beneath the stars. The poet shows the Kinship of the
lovers with the elements^
"Out of the heaven that storm nor shadow mars,
Deep from the starry depth beyond the stars,
A yearning ardour without scope or name
Fell on them, and the bright night's breath of flame
Shot fire into their kisses; and like firs
The lit dews lightened on the leaves, as higher
night's heart beat on toward midnight. Far and fain
Somewhiles the soft rush of rejoicing rain
Solaced the darkness, and from steep to steep

Of heaven they car: the s ;•.'<_.e t rhe t Iii_'-ti::'jiL. l-3ap
Ana iau n its he*rL out in a thousand smiles,
When the clear sea -for miles on glimmering miles
Burned as though dam were strewn aero ad astray,
Or, showering out of heaven, all heaven's array
Had -oaved Instead the waters* fain and far
So mewhiles the burning love of star for star
Spa&e words that love might wellnigh seem to hear
In such deep hours as turn delight to fear
Sweet as delight's self ever."
The third canto , "Tristram In Brittany", finds Tristram and
Iseult separated. Tristram muses:
"Ah, and ye
Light washing weeds, blind waifs of dull blind sea,
Do ye so thirst and hunger and aspire,
Are ye so moved with such long strong desire
In the ebb and flow of your sad life, and strive
Still toward some end ye shall not see alive -
3ut at high noon ye fcnow it by light and heat
Some half-hour, till ye feel the fresh tide beat
Up round you, and at night's most bitter noon
The ripples leave you naked to the moon?
And this dim dusty heather that I tread,
These half-born blossoms, born at once and dead,
Sere brown as funeral cloths, and purple as pall,
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What if some life and grief be in them all?"
Here, again, Tristram identifies himself with the sea. The
fourth canto, "The Maiden Marriage", reunites the lovers. The
fifth, "Iseult at Tintagei ",is the climax of the series.Here
we find Iseult yearning to the accompaniment of the wind and
the sea:
" 'Ah, what years
Would I endure not, filled up full with tears,
Bitter lllce blood and darK as dread of death,
To win one amorous hour of mingling breath,
One, but one hour from birth of joy to death,
For ail these hungering hours of feverish breath?
And I should lose this, having died and sinned. 1
And as man's anguish clamouring cried the wind,
And as God's anger answering rang the sea."
The sixth canto - "Joyous Gard" - is, for the most part, an
irrelevant episode dealing with Tristram's brother-in-law,
Ganhardene. Iseult' s portentous lines promise uaha-rniness
:
"'Death - yea,' cjuoth she, 'there is not said or heard
So oft aloud on earth so sure a word.
Death, and again death, and for each that salth
Ten tongues chime answer to the sound of death.'"
The seventh canto, "The Wife's Vigil ", changes iseult 's love
to jealousy and hate. The eighth, "The Last pilgrimage", pic-
.-nx-'
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tures the life of the solitary Tristram in Iseult's absence.
There is a swinming scene that is undoubtedly a revelation
of the poet's own ecstasy in the water:
"And mightier grew the 3oy to meet full-faced
Each wave, and mount with upward plunge, and taste
The rapture of its rolling strength, and cross
Its flickering crown of snows that flash and toss
Like plumes in battle* s outness utinrge, ana xnence
To match the next with yet more strenuous sense;
Till on his eyes the light beat haid and bade
His face turn west and shoreward through the glad
Swift revel of the waters golden-clad,
And back with light reluctant heart he bore
Across the broad-backed rollers in to shore;
Strong-spirited for the chance and cheer of fight,
And donned his arms again, and felt the might
In all his limbs rejoice for strength, and praised
God for such life as that whereon he gazed."
The poem is filled with beauty and sea-air. The rhythmic
roll of the verse is that of the sea, it self. It sweeps re-
lentlessly over the whole, often drowning the narrative in
wave after wave of absorbing harmonies and sonorous sounds.
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IV Summary
Swinburne's lineage was a point of pride and, sometimes, of
vanity - he often soofce of Hotspur's blood surging through
his veins. Then, too, he was Justly proud of his family's
title. He led an ideal life during his early youth with his
pony-riding, his swimming in the sea and his feats of daring
and endurance. He showed off for his cousins' benefit, par-
ticularly when he was on horseloack - in consequence quite
frequently he found himself staggering back to the stables
on foot, nursing a bloody face.
The youth developed Into a man with no appreciable change
In point of view. His school-boy romanticism and courage
never left him - nor did his propensity for hero-worshipping.
He v;as the victim of many -nassions - sea, wind, liberty, Hugo,
l.:azzlni,Dic:cens,Landor and others. Nor, happily, did his idols
ever fall - his imagination saw to that!
His work was distinct from, yet not surpassing, other poetry.
Although it was uncertain what he would say, he and everyone
else was quite well aware of how he would say it. Sometimes
the rhythms of the language were usea to Interpret the poet's
dreams, at others the musical language was the end in itself.
His reputation as lyrist is much greater than that of dram-
atist - in spite of his twenty years of unflinching service
to his greatest drama. Although these -plays were written to
be performed m Elizabethan theatres, "Chastelard", alone,
might have been adapted to this purpose. Swinburne devoted
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his whole life to art. In his seventy-third year he suc-
combed to a short illness, the last few hours of which he
spent in delirium murmuring the choruses of Aeschylus and
Sarjhocles.
4
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